Restack Pallets the Faster, Safer, and Easier Way
with a PalletPal Rotator/Inverter from Southworth
®

Restacking pallets or skids by
hand is not only a strain on the
back, but because it can take 20
times longer than a Southworth
Pallet Rotator/Inverter, it’s also a
strain on productivity.

The Southworth PalletPal® Pallet Rotator/Inverter is the fast, safe,
economical way to rotate pallet loads. The pressure-adjustable clamp
secures loads measuring up to 48" x 48" x 60" and weighing up to
4,400 lbs. then rotates them a full 180° at the touch of a button.
The uses are endless…
• Transferring to or from in-house to shipping pallets or slip sheets
• Replacing damaged items at the bottom of a load
• Turning inventory for freshness
• Replacing broken pallets

Whether you’re changing from premium in-house pallets to
outbound pallets, skids, or slip sheets, or just replacing damaged
items at the bottom of a load, the Pallet Rotator/Inverter is the
fastest, safest, and easiest way to get the job done.

Just four simple steps…

1. Place loaded pallet into inverter. 2. Add replacement pallet or
slip sheet to top of load.

3. Use remote control to clamp and 4. Cycle takes about a minute.
rotate load.

Features

Rugged A-Frame design houses a massive
anti-friction turret bearing for smooth
rotation with minimal maintenance.

Safety Rail provides a visual alert as well Clamping pressure can be adjusted by the
as a physical barrier to protect operators. user to prevent crushing of delicate loads.
Fork Pockets allow for easy relocation.

Remote Operator Interface is so simple
that operators can be trained to use it in
a matter of seconds.

Time to Pay Back

The more pallets you restack, the faster your investment pays off. Just look at the chart below to see how
long it will take for a PalletPal Rotator/Inverter to “pay for itself” in your operation. Payback is based solely
on increases in productivity and does not take into account prevention of Worker’s Compensation claims
or reduction of Worker’s Compensation premiums.

Pallets Restacked
Per Week

Hours Per Week Spent
Manually Restacking Pallets

Labor Costs of
Restacking Pallets

Weeks to
Pay Back

50

162⁄3

$417

59

75

25

$625

40

100

33 ⁄3

$834

29

150

50

$1,250

20

200

602⁄3

$1,667

15

1

Estimates are based on 20 minutes to manually restack a pallet with a labor rate of $25/hour.

Specifications
Overall Dimensions
Model

Capacity

Width

Depth

Height

Max.
Opening

SR-44-62

4400

52"

85"

89"

62"

Clamping Capacity

Min.
Opening

Clamp
Speed

Width

Depth

Height

30"

2" per sec.

48"

48"

60"

Power

Approx.
Shipping
Weight

460/3/60 4000 lbs.

Larger capacities and clamp openings available. Consult factory.
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